
HOW TO WRITE A BUSINESS LETTER IN BLOCK FORMAT IN WORD

Block format is typically used for business letters. *APA does use block quotations for quotes of 40 or more words, but
this is something.

Date and Greeting Unless you're sending the letter a few days after you've typed it, send the letter the day you
type it. In block letter format, you do not indent paragraphs. Leave a blank line between each paragraph. You
may also like. Enclosures indicate that you have included other documents in the envelope. References Purdue
University: Writing the Basic Business Letter About the Author Anam Ahmed is a Toronto-based writer and
editor with over a decade of experience helping small businesses and entrepreneurs reach new heights. Photo
Credits. Body Paragraphs For standard block and modified block formats, use single space and left justify
each paragraph. Regardless of the version, follow the standard business letter format. You can list the name of
each document, if you wish, but it's not mandatory. Anam earned an M. Provide evidence of recognition or
awards. The recipient address is one line below your address. Professional Business Letterhead Templates and
emails made easy must have enough detail and be brief. Be sure to end your letter with a call to action or note
about next steps, so that the recipient knows what to do next after reading your letter. Thus, these letters
should follow a formal format with a one inch margin on all sides. Word is the current version, but if you use
an earlier version, such as Word , the major difference is the layout of the Microsoft Word ribbon. Include
your street address, city and ZIP code. Thus, it is extremely important that you write a business letter with a
lot of care and thought. Use the standard date format of month, day, year -- such as June 1,  In the example of
"Sincerely yours," the word "yours" has a comma after it. She has experience ghostwriting and editing
business books, especially those in the "For Dummies" series, in addition to writing and editing web content
for the brand.


